Thermalabs Air Launches New Bronze Spray Tan Tent
Thermalabs Air has introduced yet another accessory into the market
August 26, 2017 (FPRC) -- Thermalabs Air, one of the leading makers of airbrushing machines and
airbrushing accessories, has introduced yet another release into the market. The new product is a
bronze-colored spray tan tent that’s designed for use by spray tanning buffs. This is the third such
tent that the company has introduced into the market over the last two years. It underscores the
firm’s commitment to service the needs of the airbrushing market and establish itself as the go-to
provider of airbrushing accessories worldwide.
Thermalabs Air is a sub-brand by Thermalabs LTD, one of the top manufacturers of self-tanners and
cosmetics products in the world. Thermalabs is a large, established company with office
headquarters in New York City, and a factory presence in Israel and a few other countries. In
addition to Thermalabs Air, Thermalabs LTD also owns a few other sub-brands namely
Supremasea, Thermalabs Organic Healthcare, and Tent World. Supremasea is the firm’s division
that’s tasked with producing top quality skin care products based on Dead Sea salts and minerals.
Tent World is Thermalabs sub-brand that creates beach and outdoor tents. The last brand, Organic
Healthcare, was established sometimes last year and is tasked with producing health products
based on 100% bio-organic ingredients.
Since 2015, when Thermalabs Air was launched, the firm has managed to furnish the market with
an extensive range of airbrushing machines and airbrushing accessories. According to industry
critics and Thermalabs loyalists, the brand’s ability to unveil products that meet user needs and
deliver at a high level has helped it accomplish its current levels of success. Thermalabs Air current
inventory of airbrushing machines are highly popular in the market. Known to be versatile, these
machines can be used with a wide range of airbrushing needs ranging from cake decoration, body
art, tattooing, spray tanning, and much more.
The new bronze spray tan tent that the company has launched is designed primarily for spray
tanning buffs. This tent is waterproof, roomy, and big enough to be used in any indoor or outdoor
location. The tent protects walls and other household surfaces from being covered by the sprayed
substances during application. Thermalabs has said that the new tent makes airbrushing fun and
easy, and comes with a nose filter, disposable set of sticky fingers, a hair cap, and other freebies.
Alex Howard, the Thermalabs marketing coordinator, has said that this new product will make
airbrushing much easier for users. Mr. Howard was keen to point out that this tent is durable and
lasts longer compared to others available in the market. Already, users can obtain this product
online via Amazon.com.
Contact Information
For more information contact Ada Laush of Thermalabs (http://www.thermalabs.com/home/)
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Amazon.com
You can read this press release online here
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